The 39th Beijing Youth Science Creation Competition (BYSCC)
March 23th-26th, 2019 · Beijing
10 – December-2018
To:ITIS “Montani”
Fermo
Italy
We are honored to invite you to attend the 39th Beijing Youth Science Creation
Competition (BYSCC) to be held in Beijing from March 23th to 26th, 2019. The theme
of this year’s competition is Discovery, Innovation and Responsibility.
Co-sponsored by several corporations, Beijing Youth Science Creation Competition
(BYSCC) is a large-scale science event with demonstration significance. It is jointly
hosted by Beijing Association for Science and Technology, Beijing Municipal
Commission of Education, Beijing Municipal Science and Technology Commission,
Beijing Municipal Intellectual Property Bureau and the People’s Government of the
District where it’s organized. The fundamental purposes of BYSCC are to promote the
vigorous development of youth scientific and technological activities, to cultivate youth
innovation and practical capabilities, to improve youth scientific and technological
literacy, and to encourage talents to spring up.

We look forward to meeting you at the 39th Beijing Youth Science Creation Competition
(BYSCC) and share the exciting moments with you!
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Overview
March 23th-26th, 2019 · Beijing
As a large-scale science event with demonstration significance, Beijing Youth Science Creation
Competition (BYSCC) is a scientific and technological competition designed for teenagers in Beijing
with 38 years’ history. BYSCC is actively developing to a demonstration and communication
platform for teenager science and technology fans under its fundamental purposes including
serving teenager science and technology fans in Beijing, cultivating youth innovation and practical
capabilities, improving their scientific and technological literacy, as well as encouraging science
and technology teenager talents to spring up. Till now, BYSCC has grown into a scientific and
technological event for teenagers with demonstration significance and shows guidance to other
similar events, seeking to become a prestigious brand of its kind in Beijing. In 2018, the BYSCC
received 1,992 pieces of work for initial evaluation selected by districts of Beijing, including 1077
youth competition projects, 73 excellent science and technology activities, 16 outstanding science
and technology instructors, 141 innovative projects by science and technology instructors, 128
proposals for Science and Technology Idea Competitions and 714 science-fiction paintings by
children. Besides, 98 guests of 16 delegations from 13 countries and regions like Hong Kong SAR,
Macao SAR and Taiwan participated in the 38th Beijing Youth Science Creation Competition with 37
projects to compete and 1 project on exhibition, among which 5 projects from the Italy, USA, Russia,
Hong Kong SAR and Taiwan compete for the First Mini Maker Fair for Students.
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Theme
Discovery, Innovation and Responsibility

Date
March 23th-26th, 2019 (Saturday to Tuesday)

Place
Huairou Campus, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences

Organizers
Beijing Association for Science and Technology
Beijing Municipal Commission of Education
Beijing Municipal Science and Technology Commission
Beijing Municipal Intellectual Property Bureau
The People’s Government of Huairou District, Beijing

Notes for members of the delegation
1.
2.

The participants must be high school students (equivalent to Grade 10-12 in China).
Projects to be submitted are limited to Eight categories: Computer Science, Mathematic
s, Zoology, Biomedical Science, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology，Environmental Sci
ence and Engineering，Physics and Astronomy

For each delegation, two projects are the maximum.
Projects can be individual or group work. For each group project, three members are the
maximum.
Note: Please send back Forms and a personal ID photo to the Email address indicated
below by Jan.5, 2018.
3.

Fees
1.
2.
3.

4.

The flight tickets and other expenses shall be paid by the delegation itself.
Local accommodation, food and transportation expenses will be covered by the Organizers.
Registration fees: all adults in the delegation need to pay a registration fee of RMB 500 per
person. The teacher who acts as the judge doesn’t need to pay a registration fee and will receive an
amount of judging fee according to local standard.
Extra visitors are also welcomed but will have to pay all the expenses.
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General Guidelines for Participants
Dear participants,
Thank you for your participation in the 39th BYSCC. Here are some matters
that need your attention.

Voluntary Assistance

Each team will have one or two volunteer(s) (college students) for assistance.
The volunteer(s) will accompany your team through the whole competition.
Flight Information

Since the hotel is far away from downtown areas, the organizing committee
will arrange airport pick-up and drop-off. Please send us your flight information
as early as possible. If there is any change on your flights, please let us know.
Accommodation

All participants will stay at the International Conference Center of University
of Chinese Academy of Sciences together with the organizing committee.
The hotel is located in Huairou Campus of UCAS, about 46 kilometers from
the Beijing Capital International Airport. The hotel’s official website is
http://icc.ucas.ac.cn/Pages/default.aspx.
Two students will share one double-bed room.
Please submit a scanned copy of each member’s passport for lodging
arrangements.
Food

If any member of your team has food restrictions or allergies, please specify
by Email.
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Clothing

Please bring tidy casual clothing including your school uniform or formal
suit / dress which you will need to wear during the judging process and at the
awarding ceremonies.
For Exhibitions

Please prepare a poster in English (size: 90cm*120cm) to be exhibited on the
competition site.
We suggest you bring an adaptor plug. If your project requires extra electrical
outlets, please specify.
Judging

Each participant who attends the 39th Beijing Youth Science Creation
Competition will meet with the judging panel on March 24. The judges will be
familiar with the projects already through the project forms you’ve submitted.
However, this will be an excellent opportunity for the participants to talk about
their research and also a good opportunity for the judges to ask questions.
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